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Ashes

Chris DiVincenzo

Gorge Ossa, piano

Out

Ben Staton

Mark Allen, clarinet
Piano Bryan Pallotta, piano
Edward Henderson, cello

okay, let's tune.

Bryan Pallotta

Bryan Pallotta, piano
Michael Brennan, violin
Roberta dos Santos, cello

Less is more

Will Thomas

Melanie Rodríguez Díaz, flute
Mark Allen, clarinet
Dwight Van de Vate, drum set
Bryan Pallotta, piano
Michael Brennan, violin
Edward Henderson, cello

The Ravages of Time

Eddie Slusser

Melanie Rodríguez Díaz, flute

Dance #1

Jack Deaton

Melanie Rodríguez Díaz, flute
Victoria Hoffman, oboe
James Cutter, clarinet
Julian Rice, bassoon
Maria Sofia Alvarado, violin
Rebeca Rathlef, violin
Matt Finley, viola
Roberta dos Santos, cello
Garrett Kirk, double bass
Melanie Rodríguez Diaz, flute (piccolo)
James Cutter, clarinet
Overton Alford, percussion
Dwight Van de Vate, percussion
Adam J. Benefield, piano
Rebeca Rathlef, violin
Roberta dos Santos, cello